The Batman Time Tunnel !

The Batman Time Tunnel is nicknamed for this site’s “Batman – Kingdom of Streams”
webpage. The “time tunnel” showcases over 50 different accessible Batman streams from
mid ’60’s TV to late in the last decade with “The Justice League.” Now, instead of Bat-fans
braving uncharted expanses of the web for one Bat-Flick, then to another, for another, the
trip is drastically shortened cruising through this distinctive conduit - one which has all 50+
courageous Bat-Flicks which have withstood the test of time, now accessible via ONE portal.
These are exhibited in random order to spice up our experience stumbling across another
forgotten favorite. This is an authentic virtual journey back through time and space. All are
easily scannable being in ONE place – in less than ONE minute! See it? Stream it. Any or all.
Bat-fans of all ages! Follow the immortal caped crusader wherever he takes flight. We've seen the
good and not so good but above all, he reigns among our greatest heroes in Gotham City, Feudal
Japan, and beyond. No doubt among the most phenomenal American super wonders of a
persistently dangerous world. Now, in one place, here, on this page, we visit the intriguing 'time
tunnel' of this mighty warrior for peace, justice, and the Bat-way. His noble conquests are
showcased in random array, featuring over 50 mighty movie streams at our worthy fingertips!
Our valiant hero, defender, and friend. The Dark Knight in glorious honor tenaciously fighting crime
and the cowardly villains who dare create it. The Batman. The invincible hero. The bold, beautiful,
and mysterious force who, without batting an eye, wreaks extraordinarily irreversible smackdowns, fierce body slams, explosive zaps and such, inflicting merciless damage on any evil foe
who's insane enough to cross his glorious path. Ka-pow! Done! - until the next Bat-signal for him to
majestically rise – AGAIN!

